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Understanding food fraud: 

new deterrents for an old problem













http://www.sgs.com/en/news/2016/04/cross-border-food-fraud-on-the-increase



http://www.telegraph.co.uk/foodanddrink/foodanddrinknews/12202940/Food-fraud-costing-the-UK-as-much-as-1.17billion-a-year.html









The headlines seem endless…



Food fraud takes many forms…

• Dilution

• Short Weighting

• Ingredient Substitution 

• Mislabeling (e.g. species, country of origin)

• Deceitful Repackaging (past its “use by” date)

• Cheating and Poisoning



Who is affected by food fraud?

Consumers:

• cheated out of money

• cheated out of nutrition

Legitimate Producers 

• Cheated out of business





What is the scope of the problem?

• The UK Food Standards Agency estimates 

~ 10% of food on supermarket shelves is 

adulterated – but this is just a guess.

• Estimates suggest food fraud costs the 

global food industry from $10-50B USD

• Low inspection rates reduce the risk of 

detection







Market Surveys

 Does the species scientific name match the market 

name that was listed on the package? 

 Use the regulatory framework in the region of sale. 

 If not, the sample is mislabeled.  

DNA 

Barcoding 

BOLD ID



DNA barcoding reveals seafood fraud



DNA barcoding showed that 25% of 
seafood tested was potentially 

mislabeled.



DNA barcoding suggested that 7 out of 
9 red snapper samples were mislabeled.



Sebastes fasciatus
(Acadian redfish)

Acadian Redfish Red Snapper
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• Mislabeling was found in 27 of the 46 fish types tested (59%)

• 44% of all the grocery stores, restaurants and sushi venues 

visited sold mislabeled seafood

• Between one-fifth to more than one-third of the halibut, 

grouper, cod and Chilean seabass samples were mislabeled

• Only seven of the 120 red snapper samples were honestly 

labeled

• Species on the FDA “Do Not Eat” list for sensitive groups 

were mislabeled as other species (e.g. Tilefish, King 

Mackerel)







What is the Problem

“About 1/3 of herbal 

teas generated DNA 

identifications not 

found on labels”



NHP Adulteration





What products are at risk?

• Meats and meat products

• Honey

• Dairy Products

• Oils

• Spices

• Seafood

• Natural Health Products (NHPs)

• Coffee and teas

• Many more…



“Vulnerability - area of exposure to 

fraudulent activities” -ISO TC 247

Countermeasure selection - reaction to catastrophe 



Standards are evolving 

Food fraud monitoring requirements are 

starting to emerge:

FSMA 

GFSI

SQF





http://www.qualityassurancemag.com/article/instantlabs-new-salmon-id-tests/



Disclosure: R Hanner is a co-founder







Summary

• Tremendous need for DNA-based food authentication

• Supply Chain Verification mitigates industry risk and liability, 

enhances consumer confidence

• Best practices are emerging, tools are evolving

• Risk assessments are needed to prioritize next actions

• University of Guelph and TRU-ID bridging the gap from 

academic/government studies to commercially viable testing

and 3rd party certification of ingredient authenticity



For further reading…
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